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Abstract—This paper presents empirical analyses of two Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) formulations of FPGA (Field Programmable
Gate Array) detailed routing constraints. Boolean SAT-based routing transforms a routing problem into a Boolean SAT instance by
rendering geometric routing constraints as an atomic Boolean function. The generated Boolean function is satisfiable if and only if the
corresponding routing is possible. Two different Boolean SAT-based routing models are analyzed: the track-based and the routebasedrouting constraint model. The track-based routing model transforms a routing task into a net-to-track assignment problem,
whereas the route-based routing model reduces it into a routability-checking problem with explicitly enumerated set of detailed routes
for nets. In both models, routing constraints are represented as CNF Boolean Satisfiability clauses. Through comparative experiments,
we demonstrate that the route-based formulation yields an easier-to-evaluate and more scalable routability Boolean function than the
track-based method. This is empirical evidence that a smart/efficient Boolean formulation can achieve significant performance
improvement in real-world applications.
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE Boolean Satisfiability problem (SAT) involves finding
an assignment to binary variables that satisfies a given
set of Boolean constraints. Typically, these constraints are
presented in CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form), where each
constraint is a disjunction of literals (either positive or
negative instances of the binary variables). The Boolean
Satisfiability is one of the most fundamental problems in
computer science and a variety of algorithms—including
the well-known search-based SAT algorithms—have been
proposed. The search-based Boolean SAT solvers explore
the Boolean space of the input variables to find just one
satisfying assignment, or search exhaustively to conclude
that no satisfying assignment exists. Most search-based
solvers are basically variations of the Davis-Putnam
procedure [7], [8] and the best well-known version is based
on a backtracking search algorithm that, at each node in the
search tree, elects an assignment and prunes subsequent
search by iteratively applying unit clause and pure literal
rules [31]. These algorithmic advances led to the appearance
of numerous systematic and complete Boolean SAT solvers
such as GRASP [18], RelSAT [3], SATO [32], Li’s solver [17],
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BerkMin [11], Chaff [20], and made remarkable contributions to various fields including EDA (Electronic Design
Automation). A variety of problems in the EDA domain—
combinational equivalence checking [13], automatic test
pattern generation [14], processor verification [30], bounded
model checking [5], FPGA detailed routing [21], etc.—were
already tackled with efficient Boolean SAT solvers and
showed great promises.
In this paper, we attack one of EDA problems; FPGA
detailed routing via Boolean SAT. This method is called a
Boolean SAT-based routing. Two Boolean SAT-based
routing models are presented: the track-based and the
route-based routing constraint model. In both models,
routing constraints are represented as CNF Boolean
Satisfiability clauses. Through comparative experiments,
we demonstrate that the route-based formulation yields an
easier-to-evaluate and more scalable routability Boolean
function than the track-based method. This is empirical
evidence that a smart/efficient Boolean formulation can
achieve significant performance improvement in real-world
applications. We also show that the route-based FPGA SAT
routing produces very competitive routing results compared to traditional one-net-at-a-time routing approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews FPGA routing terminologies, conventional FPGA
routing methods, and the basic concept of Boolean SAT-based
routing as preliminaries. In Section 3, the track-based and
route-based routing formulations are described in detail. The
comparative experimental results and analyses are presented
in Section 4 and the conclusion will follow in Section 5.

2

PRELIMINARIES

Routing is the final process of VLSI design implementation
and is concerned with assigning appropriate routing
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 2. Routing graph representation in conventional FPGA routers. The
bold lines in (a) represent metal wire segments. (a) FPGA circuit
segment. (b) Routing graph.

Fig. 1. FPGA routing configuration and its modeling. (a) FPGA routing
configuration. (b) Connect block model. Input logic pin: Fc = W = 4.
Output logic pin: FC = 2. (c) Switching block model: Fc = 3.

resources (i.e., metal wire segments and vias) to each net in
the placed netlist to establish the required interconnections
[25]. In this paper, we focus on Boolean SAT-based detailed
routing formulations on FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate
Arrays). To facilitate understanding of the rest of the paper,
we first introduce the modeling of FPGA routing architecture and conventional FPGA routing methods. Then, the
general concept of Boolean SAT-based routing formulation
is presented.

2.1 FPGA Architecture and Associated Terminology
A Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is a programmable logic device that can implement a variety of circuit
functions. An FPGA consists of an array of prefabricated
logic blocks and wiring resources which can be easily
configured by end users. The routing configuration of an
FPGA is depicted in Fig. 1. FPGA can be modeled as a twodimensional array of Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs),
Connection Blocks (C-Blocks), and Switching Blocks (S-Blocks).
CLBs are the places where any arbitrary functionality of a
circuit is implemented with combinational and sequential
logics. A vertical (horizontal) channel is defined as a set of
tracks between two consecutive columns (rows) of CLBs;
wire segments connecting CLB pins are aligned into tracks
running in the channel. C-blocks and S-blocks contain
programmable switches and form the routing resources:
C-blocks connect CLB pins to channel tracks; S-blocks are
surrounded by C-blocks and allow signals to either pass
straight through or to make 90-degree turns. Thus, C-blocks
and S-blocks form the basic routing resources. I/O blocks
reside on the boundary of the array. The routing capacity of
a given FPGA architecture is conveniently expressed by
three parameters, W, Fc, Fs [6]. The channel width W is the
number of tracks in a vertical or horizontal channel. The
C-block flexibility Fc (<= W) is the number of tracks in
adjacent channels that each CLB logic pin may connect to.
The S-block flexibility Fs is the total number of other tracks

that each wire segment entering an S-block can connect to.
For the example FPGA in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c, these
parameters are W = 4, Fc = 2 for output pins, Fc = 4 for
input pins, and Fs = 3. For the more detailed FPGA
architectures, please refer to [6].
A net is a set of CLB and/or I/O pins that must be
electrically connected and consists of a source (driver) pin
and one or more sink pins. In case a net has n sink pins, this
net can be further decomposed into n different (source pin,
sink pin) pairs which we call two-pin connections. A global
route of a two-pin connection is a specification of routing
regions that forms an uninterrupted alternating sequence of
C and S-blocks. A global route of a two-pin connection is
further decomposed into one or more horizontal and/or
vertical net-segments, each of which is an alternating
sequence of C and S-blocks within a single channel. The
detailed route of a two-pin connection is a set of wire
segments and routing switches within the restricted routing
area determined by the global router. Thus, a detailed
router has to assign wire segments and corresponding
routing switches following the topology specified by the
global router such that the detailed routes of different nets
do not overlap.

2.2

Overview of Conventional FPGA Detailed
Routers
Most conventional FPGA routers start by constructing a
routing graph whose topology mirrors the complete FPGA
routing architecture. Fig. 2a shows part of the routing fabric
in an FPGA. It has three logic pins (P1, P2, and P3) and five
transistors that provide programmable interconnection
points (PIPs) between wire segments (metal conductors)
shown in bold lines. Fig. 2b illustrates the corresponding
routing graphs: Logic pins and wire segments are represented as vertices that are connected by edges which
represent the programmable transistors. Thus, paths in this
graph correspond to feasible routes in the FPGA. Using this
graph, conventional routers use sophisticated cost functions
to search for routing solutions (i.e., paths in the graph) for
all the nets in a circuit.
For example, PathFinder [19], which is one of the most
advanced FPGA routers in the literature, uses an iterative
algorithm that attempts to balance the competing goals of
eliminating congestion and minimizing delay of critical
paths. This algorithm initially routes each net using the
shortest (i.e., lowest cost) path algorithm. The cost of a routing
resource consists of two components: overusage history and
its propagation delay. At the first iteration, any routing
resources can be shared among different nets. However, any
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resource sharing (overusage) affects the cost of the corresponding resource in the subsequent iteration. By gradually
increasing the cost of overused resources, PathFinder forces
nets to take alternative detour routes within permissible
timing delay budgets. Eventually, only the timing critical net
is assigned high cost resources to avoid any detouring. One
iteration of the router consists of sequential ripping up and
rerouting all the nets in the circuit.
If a routing solution exists for a given circuit and
placement, Pathfinder will eventually converge toward it
after a sufficient number of iterations. If the problem is
unroutable, however, the algorithm may not converge and
execution must be aborted after a suitable time limit. This
convergence problem is inherent to all conventional one-netat-a-time routing algorithms: These algorithms cannot
decide the routability of the given circuit placement unless
they explore all the possible ordering of nets. Even when
only a few nets are not routed in a circuit, these algorithms
must resort to time-consuming rip-up-reroute procedures
which may or may not lead to a feasible routing solution.

2.3 Boolean SAT-Based VLSI Routing
Boolean SAT-based routing transforms the geometric
routing task into a Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem by
rendering the routing constraints as an atomic Boolean
function. The generated Boolean function is satisfiable (has
an assignment of input variables such that the generated
function evaluates to constant “1”) if and only if the design
is routable. Any satisfying assignment to the binary
variables of the Boolean function represents a legal routing
solution. Moreover, by demonstrating the absence of
satisfying assignments for a generated routing Boolean
function, we can prove that no routing solution exists.1 A
particular virtue of this method is that much of the
geometric complexity of the interaction among objects
(i.e., nets in routing) is hidden and rendered implicitly in
the Boolean constraint functions so that all the objects are
considered simultaneously. In other words, Boolean-based
routing is a concurrent method allowing higher degrees of
freedom for each object in contrast to the conventional onenet-at-a-time approach.
In spite of these unique properties, the use of Boolean
Satisfiability to solve VLSI routing is not as common as
other methods using integer linear programming or heuristic search. To the best of our knowledge, Szymanski [27]
was the first to establish a link between geometric layouts
and Boolean formulations. In this work, he proves that a
general dogleg channel routing problem belongs to the
NP-complete class by reducing the 3-satisfiability problem to
it, i.e., given a 3-satisfiability formula, he showed how to
construct an instance of the channel routing problem that
can be routed in a certain number of tracks if and only if the
original formula is satisfiable. Capitalizing on this idea,
Devadas [9] devised a formulation of conventional 2-layer
channel routing as a generic Boolean SAT problem by
encoding the information present in a channel’s vertical
constraint graph, horizontal constraint graph, and the
anticipated channel width into Boolean constraint formulas
on a set of n-bit Boolean vectors, one per net to be routed.
Thus, if the generated Boolean formula is satisfiable, then
any satisfying assignment corresponds to a feasible routing
1. Therefore, for this application, we need a complete systematic solver
rather than a stochastic solver such as WalkSAT [24].

Fig. 3. Boolean SAT modeling of channel routing problem. (a) Channel
to be routed. (b) Binary encoding of track numbers. (c) Vertical
Constraint Graph (VCG). (d) Exclusivity constraint. (e) vertical ordering
constraint. (f) Channel routability constraint. (g) Two feasible solutions.

of the channel; otherwise (i.e., the function is proven to be
unsatisfiable) the channel is provably unroutable with the
anticipated channel width. Later, Sulimma and Kuntz [26]
showed that the grid-based channel routing with the
restricted two-layer model is a fixed-parameter tractable
problem which can be solved in linear time with the fixed
channel length. The idea was to record a net which leaves
each track per column while sweeping columns from left to
right in the channel. To represent this information, they
used MDDs [12].
The core idea of applying a Boolean SAT technique to a
simple routing problem is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is a channel
routing problem with four nets labeled A, B, C, and D. The
goal is to assign a track number to each net such that
distinct nets are nonoverlapping both horizontally and
vertically. Assuming a 4-track channel, each net needs two
binary variables (for example, A1 , A0 for net A) to encode its
track number (Fig. 3b). Two types of constraints are defined
to guarantee a legal channel routing solution. First, an
exclusivity constraint insures that nets whose horizontal
spans overlap are assigned to different tracks. This
constraint is typically represented by a horizontal constraint
graph and can be conveniently expressed as a Boolean
function (Fig. 3d). The other constraint insures that, for any
two nets with pins in the same column on opposite sides of
the channel, the net associated with the top pin is assigned a
higher track number. This constraint is conveniently
captured by the vertical constraint graph (VCG) shown in
Fig. 3c, which in turn is equivalent to the Boolean function V
of Fig. 3e. The conjunction (AND) of these two functions is
the complete routability constraint Boolean function R for
the channel (Fig. 3f). Any binary assignment to the variable
A1 ; A0 ; . . . ; D0 that makes R ¼ 1 corresponds to a feasible
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routing solution and completely specifies the net-to-track
mapping. Two feasible assignments are shown in Fig. 3g.
Boolean-based routing, in general, has the following
advantages over conventional one-net-at-a-time routing
approaches:
Simultaneous net embedding: The conventional
one-net-at-a-time routing approach is notorious for
being dependent on net ordering because previously
routed nets act as obstacles to the yet-to-be-routed
nets. In Boolean-based routing, all routing constraints are considered concurrently by a Boolean
SAT solver, making net ordering irrelevant.
. Routability decision: The unsatisfiability of the
routing Boolean constraint function, as proven by a
Boolean SAT solver, directly implies that there is no
feasible routing solution with the given placement
and global routing configuration. On the other hand,
any assignment to the Boolean variable vector that
satisfies the routability Boolean function corresponds to a complete feasible detailed routing
solution.
However, Boolean SAT-based routing—similarly to
other mathematical formulation-based methods such as
ILP (Integer Linear Programming)2—is known to be less
scalable than conventional routing approaches. In other
words, the size of problems that can be attacked by Boolean
SAT-based routing is smaller than that of conventional
routing. This is why conventional heuristic search-based
methods are more popular in practice.
.

3

BOOLEAN SAT-BASED FPGA DETAILED
ROUTING FORMULATIONS

In this section, we review two SAT formulations which are
transformed from the exactly same FPGA routing instance.
These are called the track-based and the route-based routing
constraint model, respectively.

3.1

Formulation 1: Track-Based Routing Constraint
Model
The track-based routing constraint model transforms FPGA
detailed routing problem into a net-to-track assignment
problem [21]. Each net is represented by a set of “track”
variables that indicate the indices of the horizontal and
vertical tracks over which the net might be routed. A
routability Boolean function is then defined over these
variables to enforce two types of constraints:
.

.

Connectivity constraints to insure the existence of a
conductive path for each two-pin connection
through the sequence of C and S-blocks specified
by a global router. Basically, these constraints model
the routing flexibility available in the C and S-blocks.
Exclusivity constraints to guarantee that electrically
distinct nets with overlapping vertical or horizontal
spans in the same channel are assigned to different
tracks. These constraints are essentially instances of
channel routing problems in Fig. 3.

2. We have performed another comparative analysis work between SATbased and ILP-based FPGA routing methods. Please refer to [21] for
detailed results.

Fig. 4. Example of track-based detailed routing constraint formulation.
Prior to constraint evaluation, the integer-valued net variables are
encoded using binary variables and the constraints are transformed to
CNF. (a) Global routing configuration for nets A, B, and C and
corresponding variable declarations. (b) Connectivity constraints.
(c) Exclusivity constraints.

This formulation is named the track-based routing constraint model to emphasize the fact that it is defined over a
set of variables that represent the tracks available for
routing.
An example that illustrates this formulation is shown in
Fig. 4 for an FPGA with W = Fc = Fs = 3. Each net is
assumed to have been assigned a global route (sequence of
C and S-blocks) by a global router (Fig. 4a). Track variables
are then created for each net to model its possible assignment to specific tracks in each of the channels specified by
its global route. For instance, two track variables are
associated with net A, AV and AH to indicate their track
assignments in vertical channel 1 and horizontal channel 3,
respectively. These track variables are multivalued with a
domain f0; . . . ; W  1g. In the actual formulation, each of
these multivalued variables is encoded by dlog2 W e Boolean
variables using the standard decimal-to-binary encoding.
The construction of the connectivity and exclusivity
constraints is depicted in Fig. 4b. The connectivity constraint
for a given net restricts the net’s track variables to those values
that insure a continuous conductive path between the net’s
pins. For example, net B can be assigned to any track in
vertical channel 1 as well as horizontal channel 1 as long as the
same track number is used in both channels. The constraint of
the same track number reflects the requirement through Sblock which has a flexibility Fs = 3. The exclusivity
constraints in this example insure that net pairs (A, B)
and (A, C) are assigned to different track numbers in
vertical channel 1. Fig. 5 shows the actual CNF representation of connectivity and exclusivity constraints between two
3-valued track variables. The number of CNF clauses
required to express a connectivity constraint type-1 (i.e., a
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Fig. 5. CNG representation of track-based routing constraints. (a) Track
variable X, Y, and corresponding Boolean variables. (b) Connectivity
constraint (type 1) in CNF. (c) Connectivity constraint (type 2) in CNF.
(d) Exclusivity constraint in CNF.

constraint from C-block) is dependent on the actual value of
W and hard to formulate simply in one equation. For most
cases, a type-1 connectivity constraint requires fewer than
three CNF clauses, each having at most 2dlog2 W e literals.
The type-2 connectivity constraint from S-block whose form
is an equality between two track variables, however, can be
expressed with exactly 2dlog2 W e 2-literal CNF clauses. In
general, exclusivity constraints, which are basically inequalities between track variables, can be represented with
W CNF clauses, each having 2dlog2 W e literals. The Boolean
function that models the routability of these three nets is
simply the conjunction of all the connectivity and exclusivity requirements:
RðXÞ ¼ ConnðAÞ ^ ConnðBÞ ^ ExclðH1Þ;
where X is a vector of Boolean variables that encode the
track variables AH; AV ; . . . ; CH, and CV .

3.2

Formulation 2: Route-Based Routing Constraint
Model
In the route-based formulation [22], the routability of a
netlist is directly modeled in terms of Boolean variables that
represent all of the detailed routes admissible by the given
global routing solution. This choice of variables leads to a
simpler set of constraints than those described above and
enables the solution of larger routing instances. This
formulation is illustrated in Fig. 6. Within the global routing
region specified for net A, for example, there are only three
possible detailed routes, indicated by the three Boolean
variables AR0, AR1, and AR2. This is in contrast to the trackbased formulation where net A was encoded by two
Boolean vector AV and AH, which consists of two Boolean
variables each, to capture the exactly same set of detailed
routes. A similar set of routes and corresponding route
variables is created for net B and C. A particular route is
included in the final routing solution if its corresponding
Boolean variable is assigned the value 1 and is excluded as a

5

Fig. 6. Example of route-based formulation. A Boolean variable is
assigned for each detailed route enumerated for a net. (a) Global routing
configuration for nets A, B, and C with the three possible detailed routes
for net A. The detailed routes for each net are represented by a set of
Boolean route variables. (b) Liveness constraints. (c) Exclusivity
constraints.

routing option otherwise. With this choice of variables, the
FPGA detailed routing problem is transformed from a track
assignment to a “routability checking” problem. The
routability of a netlist in terms of these “route” variables
can now be expressed with two types of constraints:
Liveness constraints to ensure that each two-pin
connection has at least one detailed route selected in
the final routing solution. The liveness constraint for
a given two-pin connection has a simple form,
namely, an OR over the connection’s Fc route
variables (see Fig. 6b). For a netlist with n two-pin
connections, liveness constraints yield a set of n CNF
clauses, each containing Fc positive literals.
. Exclusivity constraints to guarantee that electrically
distinct nets with overlapping vertical or horizontal
spans in the same channel are assigned to different
tracks. These constraints are semantically identical to
those described earlier for the track-based formulation, but have a much simpler CNF representation
(see Fig. 6c). For example, ExclðResourceð1; 1; 0ÞÞ ¼
ð:AR0 _ :BR0Þ indicates that the routing resource,
tack segment 0 of C-block (1, 1), can only be used by
either detailed route 0 of net A or detailed route 0 of
net B, but not both. In general, if k different detailed
routes from different nets are competing for the
same routing resource, a set of kðk  1Þ=2 exclusivity
constraints is created to insure that at most one of
those detailed routes is assigned to that resource.
Each of those constraints, in turn, is a simple CNF
clause consisting of two complemented literals.
Since each two-pin connection forms a complete path from
a source pin to a sink pin, no further constraint is needed to
stitch them together into a single multipin net.
.
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TABLE 1
Benchmark Circuits


\
Exclj ðXÞ
;
1jr

where, assuming there are n nets and r routing resources in
total, Livei ðXÞ is a liveness constraint of two-pin connection i,
Exclj ðXÞ is an exclusivity constraint of routing resource j,
and X is a vector of Boolean route variables that represent the
possible detailed routes for each of the nets. With F c ¼ W and
F s ¼ 3 architectural assumption, the route-based formulation is truly equivalent to the track-based formulation since
both of them capture exactly the same set of detailed routes
within given global routing regions. In addition, for most
circuits, it requires fewer variables and is expressed in terms
of a simpler set of CNF constraints.
Currently, the route-based formulation is able to consider only a FPGA routing architecture with a S-block
flexibility Fs = 3. With a more flexible S-block routing
architecture (Fs > 3), the number of detailed routes
enumerated will grow exponentially. Thus, the number of
Boolean variables required in the route-based formulation
also grows exponentially, which makes the method inapplicable. Although the majority of current FPGA routing
architecture employs Fs = 3, we need to show a practical
solution with routing architectures of Fs >= 3. As a matter of
fact, the route-based formulation doesn’t have to capture all
the admissible detailed routes within a given global routing
region. Instead, multiple detailed routes from several global
routing solutions can be considered for each net simultaneously. In other words, for each net, first generate a set of
possible global routing solutions. For each global routing
solution, we can pick a couple of promising detailed routes3
with the global region. Then, all the enumerated detailed
routes from various global routing solutions become a set of
candidate detailed routes for a net under consideration. The
benefits of this scheme are two-fold: 1) More timing
appropriate detailed routes can be chosen for critical nets
and 2) the detailed router is able to escape from a decision,
particularly a bad one, made from global routing solutions.
This remains as future work.
For a fair comparison with the track-based formulation,
however, we only consider all the admissible detailed
routes within global routing regions for experiments.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We experimentally tested the effectiveness of the routebased formulation method on the standard MCNC benchmark circuits. The relevant properties of these circuits,
listed in Table 1, include the size of the target FPGA CLB
arrays (column “X x Y”), the actual number of CLBs used by
the circuit (“#CLBs”), the number of multipin nets
(“#Nets”), the corresponding number of two-pin connections that are routed individually (“#2pin Conns”), and the
3. This is possible in real FPGAs because, typically, there are various
lengths of wire segments per channel.

average number of channel segments per 2-pin connection
(column “Ave. Channel Segs/2pin-Net”). The average
number of channel segments per two-pin connection is
important because, in track-based formulation, the number
of Boolean variables required to formulate routing problems is dependent on this factor.
The first experiment we conducted compares the
performance of the track and route-based detailed routing
formulations. Using the placements and global routing
solutions generated by VPR [4], routing functions from the
track and route-based formulations were produced for
decreasing values of the channel width W until we found an
unroutable routing instance. These routability Boolean
functions were subsequently evaluated by the GRASP
SAT solver [18].
Table 2 summarizes the results of the last two “iterations” (satisfiable and unsatisfiable) for five of the 11 benchmark circuits: the minimum channel width for which the
benchmark circuit was still routable and the maximum
channel width for which it was proven to be unroutable. For
the remaining benchmarks not listed in Table 2, the
minimum width for routability could not be found using
the track-based formulation; the performance of the routebased formulation on these benchmarks is discussed later.
The columns in this table record, for each benchmark
circuit, the following data: the assumed channel width
(“W”), the number of Boolean variables and CNF clauses in
the routability function (“V” and “CL”), the number of
decisions and conflicts during the SAT search for a solution
(“Dec” and “Conf”), and the CPU time in seconds spent for
actual SAT search by GRASP (“Time”). Column “R?”
indicates whether the routability function had a feasible
solution; the computational advantage of the route-based
formulation is shown in column “Speedup” which is the
ratio of the CPU times taken by GRASP to solve the
respective routability functions. The experiment was conducted on a Pentium III PC running Debian Linux 2.2.18
with 512 MB of physical memory. The GRASP SAT solver
was configured to use the “DLCS” decision heuristic.
We can observe immediately that typical solution times
of the route-based formulation are much faster than the
track-based method, achieving 66x speedups on average.
The actual numbers of decisions and conflicts during the
SAT search validate the achieved speedups, as shown in
Fig. 7. The graph illustrates the normalized values of
decisions, conflicts, and SAT solving time of route-based
formulation when those of track-based formulation are
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TABLE 2
Performance Comparison between Two Boolean Formulations
of FPGA Detailed Routing: Time Unit Is in Seconds

considered 100. In both formulations, the number of
Boolean variables of the routability functions can be
computed in the following way: Assuming that the benchmark circuit has a total n two-pin connections, the total
number of Boolean variables of the route-based formulation
is exactly nW , whereas it is approximatelyndlog2 W em in
the track-based formulation, where m is the average
number of channels each global route of a two-pin
connection passes through (i.e., the last column in Table 1).
Fig. 8 also empirically demonstrates that the route-based
formulation generates the routability function with fewer
variables and clauses except term1. The circuit term1 turns
out to have a smallest m value (average number of channel
segments per 2-pin connection) leading to fewer variables
with the track-based formulation.
The numbers of variables and clauses, however, are not
sufficient to explain the order-of-magnitude reduction in
runtime. The analysis of clause size distribution (Fig. 9)
reveals that the route-based formulation is mostly composed of 2-literal CNF clauses (more than 95 percent on
average), whereas the track-based formulation is composed
mostly of clauses containing three or more literals (i.e., less
than 20 percent of 2-literal CNFs). It is a well-known fact
that 2-SAT has P class complexity while 3-SAT or higher
SAT problems are NP-complete [10]. This is because, in
2-SAT, it is feasible to construct an implication graph to
deduce solutions efficiently, which is impossible with
higher order of SAT problems. Accordingly, the perfor-

Fig. 7. The normalized number of decisions, conflicts, and normalized
SAT solving time of route-based formulation over those of track-based
formulation. That is, 100 represent the decision, conflict, and runtime of
the track-based formulation.

Fig. 8. The normalized number of CNF variable and classes of routebased formulation over those of track-based formulation. Again, 100
represents the number of variables and clauses of the corresponding
track-based formulation.

mance gain can be justified by the CNF clauses structure of
the route-based constraint function, which is close to a
2-SAT problem (albeit it is not exactly 2-SAT due to liveness
constraint CNF clauses). Overall, this experiment suggests
that it is more straightforward to find solutions for Boolean
SAT instances from the route-based formulation.
In Table 3, we show the performance of the route-based
formulation method over routing problems where the trackbased method was not able to solve them within a 24 hour
limit—i.e., no conclusion was drawn whether given circuits
are routable or not. Each column heading has the same
meaning as those in Table 2. “G.Time” and “S.Time”
represent “Boolean SAT generation time” and “Solution
search time,” all in seconds. The number of decisions and
conflicts are larger than those numbers in Table 2,
suggesting that these are harder SAT instances. For only
two cases—benchmark k2 with W = 9 and W = 8—even the
route-based method could not solve the routability Boolean
SAT problems. One interesting observation is that it is most
difficult to draw the routability decision (either routable or
unroutable) with marginal track counts per channel W. This
is not surprising because, when a target FPGA has ample
routing tracks per channel, the corresponding FPGA
detailed routing is an easy one due to abundant routing
resources. Similarly, if there are significantly insufficient
routing resources, it should be straightforward to prove
unroutability.
Finally, in Table 4, we compare the performance of various
FPGA detailed routers, including our route-based formula-

Fig. 9. the ratio comparison of size 2 CNF clauses over total CNF
clauses.
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TABLE 3
The Route-Based Formulation Results for Cases where the
Track-Based One Was Unable to Solve

tion shown under the “R-SAT” heading. The table shows the
number of tracks required to successfully route each benchmark circuit with the specified placement and global routing
programs under the same track minimization scenario. The
most meaningful comparison in this table is between the
route-based method, VPR, and SEGA because they differ only
in how detailed routing was done. The data for the rest of the
routers are provided only for reference. Our route-based
routing method shows the second best results among them,
next to VPR [4] while beating the rest of them. Interestingly
however, for four cases out of those five circuits (shaded cells
in the table), our method proved unroutability, whereas VPR
was able to successfully route them with the same numbers of
tracks per channel. This difference is due to the fact that our
method performs only detailed routing, while VPR does both
global and detailed routing. Thus, VPR can change the global
routing configuration easily when it cannot find a detailed
routing solution. A more fair comparison is to extract the final
detailed routing results from VPR and use them as a global
routing solution for the route-based detailed routing formulation. Indeed, the route-based formulation method was
able to produce exactly the same results as VPR except k2 with
nine tracks per channel where it couldn’t find a solution after
24 hours.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conducted comparative analyses of two
Boolean SAT-based FPGA detailed routing methods: trackbased and route-based formulations. The route-based
formulation differs from the track-based formulation
because the routability constraints are expressed in terms
of a set of “route” variables, each of which designated a
specific detailed route for a given net. The experiments
demonstrate that the route-based formulation yields an
easier to evaluate and more scalable routability Boolean
function than the track-based method. This fact shows that
a more efficient Boolean formulation can achieve significantly better solution search performance improvement in
real-world applications.
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